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Cabin Feud by Jonah Weiss

The cabins from Camp Menominee showed their camp
knowledge by revealing their results from the polls they
filled out earlier in the summer. JONAH WEISS and
ROBBIE APPLEBAUM were the two counselors who set
the show up. Robbie acted as the “buzzer” and Jonah acted
like the host who would ask the questions. The questions
differed from Koz’s favorite instruments, everyone’s favorite
shops in Minocqua (everybody kept giving restaurant
names because there are a number of different eateries
there which are a hit with everyone), camp’s number one
trip to go to during trip week and the top 5 majors in Final
Four. It was so much fun, even the audience were getting
involved which was against the rules, but some of the answers seemed so easy but the person who hit the buzzer
was struggling to answer them, it could have been the pressure. The first round went well and smoothly and the
cabins in the lead got there with good team work. There was an intermission as the weather broke which allowed us
to get outside and play Twilight League. There was also a Mexican Wave that everyone participated in to get the
spirits going before the finals began. In the Junior round, cabin 4 and 6 were up against each other. TY BORSTEIN
answered the questioned correctly and won the Pizza Party for his cabin. Cabin 16 were up against cabin number 7.
It was an all round team effort and it was cabin 16 who won. Finally, cabin 13 were up against cabin 12. JACOB
SIMON was doing all that he could do to help his boys from cabin 12 but in the end it was cabin 13 who won the
senior round. Well done everyone!

My Final Four by Cooper Spector
On the 13th July, everyone arrived for second session. I was already
here and I was excited to sign up for my new activities. I thought
I’d change them up a bit and do something that I didn’t do first
session. I decided to go for Basketball, Riflery, Megaphone and
Waterskiing. These differed from some of my final four activities
during first session which were Baseball, Football, Basketball and
Softball. I feel that I can confidently compete now in Football,
Baseball and Softball and the whole point of me being in camp is
to try out new things and maybe one day even become an expert
player in them. Basketball will always be my favorite sport though,
which is why I have chosen it for second session. I signed up for
the Megaphone because I enjoy writing articles and helping the editor HARJ AULAKH out. I
signed up for waterskiing because it is slowly becoming a huge “must-do” activity this year at
camp and I trust that the waterfront staff can help me succeed. My goal is to get up and stay up
for a good amount of time; maybe I will get a free canteen if I do?! My brother, RYDER SPECTOR,
will also be doing waterskiing so I am looking forward to spending some time with him doing
something we could both potentially be great at! Finally, I signed up for Riflery because it’s
something I am unable to do at home, and it seems interesting.
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Pepsi Machine by Jake Fishbein
The Pepsi Machine will be missed by many. Former camper and current counselor DAVID MUNZER says
“I’ve always been a coke guy, and there is a hole in my heart where the Pepsi machine was.” STEVE
claims the change was due to not needing a third machine. People then questioned, why not keep the
Pepsi but get rid of the Powerade machine which is less popular. Lucky Canteen Number 56. I believe
the Powerade machine was kept because it has more of a healthier option for cold drinks in it, where-as
the Pepsi one didn’t. Personally, I’d prefer the Pepsi one because, who doesn’t like a can of cold Pepsi
on a hot summer’s day? I understand that change is good though, and people have already started
adapting to not having the machine there.

Parents Weekend by Nate Beermann

It was the 11th July, and around 3:00pm the parents started
rolling in to collect their children for a jam packed weekend of
fun and reminiscing. We stayed in a huge Condo with the
Friedmans, the Spectors and the Polisners. The Condo was so
amazing; it had so many bedrooms for all of us. It also had a
big kitchen where our moms would make the yummiest
breakfast for us, a fire pit outside was fun as we cooked S’mores
and a huge TV was watched by us all for hours. I hadn’t
watched TV for four whole weeks, so I wanted to make the
most of it. We all watched the channel, Sports Centre, and the
coverage was on LeBron James returning back to the Cleveland
Cavaliers. We were not very impressed! We went Go-karting as well in Eagle River, which was great; I can’t wait to
drive a real car! At the back of the Condo there was a lake. We bumped into a very nice man who let us use his Jet
Ski. I had a great time with my family and I can’t wait to see them again.
Weather Report

Tomorrow it will
be a whopping 73
F! Partly cloudy
but, it’s better
than heavy
showers!

Counselor Profile

Random Fun Fact of the day!
Coca-Cola would be green if the
food colorant wasn't added.

Name: Terry “TJ” Jones
Age: 22
From: Chicago
Activities: Tennis, Hockey and
Football
Favorite Sport: Hockey
Favorite Athlete: Patrick Kane
Favorite film: The Dark Knight
What do you want to be
remembered for: I want to be
remembered for helping campers
succeed in whatever it is that they
choose to do at camp.
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